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Investment Review

The fund outperformed its benchmark over the quarter.

Activity

MSCI EM rose 7.2% in December, outperforming DM (-4.1%) by 3.0%. EM markets shrugged concerns
surrounding the emergence of a mutant strain of COVID-19 in the UK and climbed to its highest level since
2007. Stocks rose on optimism over the global rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine and a slide in the dollar. Q4
marked the best quarterly performance since the end of 2009. The market reversed a significant part of its
losses after getting off to the worst start to a year on record, -24% in Q1 2020. Among regions, LatAm was
the best performer (+11.6%) in December, followed by EM Asia (+6.9%) and EMEA (+6.3%).

Within EM Asia, Korea, Taiwan and India were notable outperformers. Korea and Taiwan enjoyed similar
drivers namely earnings upgrades in key sectors such as IT while FX support also helped returns. Tech
performance was driven by bullish pricing outlook in 2021 for most subsectors such as memory, panels,
wafers and MLCC. Indian equities outperformed EM in December after underperforming in the previous two
months. Domestically, the focus was on the sustainability of recovery trends in the economy post the festive
season. China was the regions biggest underperformer mainly led by China Energy and China Real estate.
Increasing US sanctions threat on sensitive sectors such as IT, Energy and telecoms provided an overhang.

Hope of a vaccine and rotation helped boost European markets with Czech Republic (+12%) and Hungary
(+11%) among the top performers. Turkey (+20%) was also strong for the second straight month after the
nomination of a professional economics team with new central bank governor and finance minister. Turkey
raising rates by 200 bp in late December helped boost positive sentiment.

LatAm equities were boosted by better oil and commodity prices which have reacted to normalisation
expectations. MSCI Colombia rose 23.9% in USD through December and outperformed EM (+7.2%). This
outperformance was pushed by financials (+30.5%), which represents 57.6% of the index. Oil outperformed
bulk commodities 7.0% during the month, pushing the Colombian peso to appreciate 4.9%. Brazil was also
an outperformer (+13%) on similar drivers.

EM currencies posted a positive return of 2.8% in December. The dollar (DXY), being anti-cyclical, closed
2.1% lower over the month, driven by lesser geopolitical risks and vaccine development boosting investor
risk appetite. EM currency performance was mostly positive, with the Chilean peso (+7.5%), the Turkish lira
(+5.4%) and the South African rand (+5.3%) posting the highest returns.

EM Equity funds saw net subscription of $17.3bn in December. We ended Q4 with $48.1bn of net buying,
reversing all YTD outflows through Q3. YTD flows to EM equities and bonds: -$0.4bn and +$19.8bn,
respectively.

(all performance data from MSCI, total return in USD)

Portfolio Positioning

Performance was well spread out over 4th quarter, with India, China, and Mexico all contributing. Cyclical
value exposure to financials, energy and select industrials did particularly well as a favorable election result
in the US, vaccine optimism, and US Dollar weakness drove a rotation in markets. At the stock level, our
underweight to Alibaba was the period’s largest contributor as concerns over increased antitrust regulation
within the internet space have weighed on the stock. Alternative energy related names such as battery
manufacturers Contemporary Amperex Technologies, copper and cobalt miner China Molybdenum, lithium
miner SQM were all among the top performers. Off-benchmark exposure to Kazakh fintech Kaspi, and
Panamanian airline carrier Copa also benefitted the Fund. On the other hand, animal vaccine producer
Jinyu Biotechnology was the month’s largest detractor amid weaker earnings momentum Asian Swine Flu
vaccine progress was slower than expected. Macau gaming name, SJM also weighed on returns amid weak
traffic, while concerns of new Covid variants have resulted in another round of tighter travel restrictions
globally. A lack of positioning Chinese ecommerce platform Pinduoduo as well as EV manufacturer, Nio, we
also among the largest detractors to relative performance amid strong price momentum in both names.

Broadly positioning has remained unchanged and we remain positioned for both a Covid- and economic
recovery across EM. Through that lens we continue to favour traditional carry economies as global stimulus
and signs of economic re-opening should help pave the way for a return of foreign capital flows. The Covid-
recovery trade is best highlighted by our exposure to travel and leisure related names. In Brazil we added
exposure across sectors building positions in healthcare provider Intermedica, on earnings revision
potential and faster than expected sector consolidation as well as in pulp and paper producer Suzano on
margin improvement. We increased energy exposure by initiating a position in Turkish refiner Tupras, on
the back of a positive backdrop for 2021 and persistently strong regional margins. On the other hand, we’ve
reduced China bringing exposure to a -7.0% underweight. We trimmed ecommerce exposure in Alibaba,
JD.com and PDD.

The Fund ended the period overweight India, Indonesia, and Mexico, while being underweight China, South
Africa, and Saudi Arabia. Within sectors we are overweight cyclical value, particularly financials, industrials
and energy. We are underweight the consumer following such strong performance, and more defensive
staples and healthcare exposure.

Rendement

% Kwartaal Jaar tot op 
heden

3-Jaars
Ann.

5-Jaars
Ann.

10-Jaars
Ann.

Fonds 16.1% 12.7% 7.4% 11.1% 9.1%

Benchmark 13.4% 15.6% 7.8% 11.4% 7.9%

Outlook

The combination of strong liquidity, easy financial conditions and
high levels of disposable income is a very powerful mix for
earnings growth at a time the vaccine is offering hope of some
demand normalisation. Furthermore, most EM countries are in
very healthy economic conditions having used less fiscal support
than developed markets through Covid and with currencies at
attractive entry points. The asset class also has started taking
inflows which we think will continue in the coming months.

This positive EM view is tempered by the continued narrowness
from the market, with some high momentum names not stacking
up to earnings expectations in our view. Whilst we have seen
cyclicality and value come back strongly this month, most high
momentum names are yet to come back to normalised valuation
levels. Also, we are keeping a close eye on the US/China
relationship which should continue to evolve beyond just trade
tensions under the new administration.

China has shown strong resilience this year with a ‘V-shaped’
economic recovery led by industrial activity and discretionary
consumer demand - we believe the economic trajectory will
continue to be very healthy. However the central bank has now
started tightening and with a very strong performance from both
its onshore and offshore equities, we believe performance might
not be so straight forward from here and it is time to be very
selective with what we own there.

We view the Indian economy as resilient and believe it should
continue to recover. Likewise, we also have a positive view on
ASEAN countries – in particular Indonesia, given the very
attractive entry points they offer and the premium growth and
yield they can generate. We remain more cautious on North
Asian markets (Korea and Taiwan) as we think recent market
performance at all time high already reflects the local economic
conditions and we prefer to own exporters, so technology
exposures, from there.

Our view on Latin America is evolving – whilst we still have a
preference for Mexico over Brazil we have started to reduce our
under-exposure to Brazil as we see this market as a good source
of cyclicality exposures at very attractive valuations and very low
ownership. In Mexico we continue to see improving economic
trends, including increased market share of US exports, and
continue to like the set-up for rates to come down further.

EMEA continues to looks very interesting, as a beneficiary of
large European fiscal stimulus directed primarily at infrastructure
spending. This is feeding into significant stimulus into Eastern
Europe, which is something we have not seen for a while. We
have turned more constructive on Turkey after the big under-
performance of that market and the new economics team in place
pushing through more orthodox policies. Similarly we have also
increased our exposures to Russia as the stronger oil price is
feeding through effectively.

We believe Emerging Markets do offer a good entry point here
given the premium to growth and yield they offer, at a time
valuations and ownership remain low. We think investors should
pay attention to the asset class now.
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